
Analysts predict that by 2025 90 %  of I&O leaders will eliminate risk drivers in 

their software landscape through proactive optimization. 

Are you already one of them?

Optimize and pro
actively protect your 
software portfolio

// End-of-Life (EoL) & End-of-Support (EoS)

Your benefits
• Identify the End-of-Life of your 

software applications
• Increase your business security 

through daily monitoring of 
software vulnerabilities

• Reduce your license costs by 
optimizing your portfolio

• Minimize your support efforts 
through proactive portfolio 
management

• Close your security gaps with 
intelligent End-of-Life & End-
of-Support management

EoL and EoS information protect your 
portfolio sustainably
The collection and maintenance of End-of-Life and End-of-Support data is already a 
major challenge for many companies. The way vendors provide EoL and EoS infor-
mation makes it almost impossible for managers to permanently keep track of the in-
creasingly complex infrastructure inventory. By knowing when your software reaches 
End-of-Life or End-of-Support, you can proactively update your software or replace it 
with alternatives, avoiding costly ad hoc measures.

The technology catalog of the future
To proactively monitor your IT landscape and have all relevant EoL and EoS data
available at all times, a technology catalog for software applications is essential today.

In the technology catalog, your software applications are not only normalized and
categorized, they are also scanned daily for vulnerabilities and security gaps, and
automatically enriched with essential market data directly from the vendor.

Benefit from information about your IT landscape that is not possible with standard 
solutions, permanently ensure your IT security and optimize your entire portfolio at 
the same time.
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Raynet Unified Data Platform

Discover to Manage

Get in touch
For more information, call our sales team at +1 (224) 5322811 or write to sales@raynetinc.com.

Two powerful technologies provide an automated end-to-end process: RayVentory Unified Data Platform combines complete IT 
visibility and comprehensive data enrichment as well as data transformation in one central solution. As a result, you get holistic 
visibility paired with continuous monitoring and a high-quality database of your IT assets.

Automated product recognition through advanced AI technology
With our comprehensive technology catalog, we normalize, categorize, and enrich your 
data set with essential information. This gives you insights that are not possible with 
conventional solutions.

• End-of-Life and End-of-Support information
• CVE vulnerabilities with severity
•  Classification & license type
•  Business function & product family
•  Latest software version

Intelligent ETL technology as the basis for essential key figures
Our advanced IT visibility and data management solution gathers and transforms your 
data from hundreds of different data sources to provide you with detailed reporting on 
key KPIs afterwards.

•  Extract & transform
•  Enrich & normalize
•  De-duplicate & categorize
•  Visualize & manage
•  Monitor & report
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Confirmed by Gartner:
Raynet‘s technology catalog as 
a pioneer for sustainable data 

management

www.raynet-inc.com


